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Valuing Landscape: Connecting people, place and nature

The European Landscape convention acknowledges the important public role of landscape in the
cultural, ecological, environmental and social fields and among each specific measures, stress the need
for awareness raising among the civil society, private organisations, and public authorities of the value
of landscapes, their role and changes to them.
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“Developing Water Codes in the center of the city of Larissa, Thessaly –
The Sculpted River” 1992 – 1998

Nella GOLANDA| Urban Landscape Sculptor



Nella GOLANDA, 
Urban Landscape Sculptor

“Developing Water Codes in the center of the city of Larissa, Thessaly –
The Sculpted River” 1992 – 1998
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The ‘Sculpted River’, making the lost relation of the city with its
river Pinios and emphasizing the different landscape types of
Thessaly along the route. The ‘Sculpted River’ flows towards
the Ancient Theatre and enables the development of the
mountainous and lowland flora of the region.
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“Developing Water Codes in the center of the city of Larissa, Thessaly –
The Sculpted River” 1992 – 1998



The project:
- enhance public awareness for the particular historical landscape of Larissa
- achieve sustainable development
- alter the indifferent landscape character of big cities
- raise consciousness among the citizens for the local historical characteristics of their town
- educate people and especially the children that the landscape is a key element of individual and social

well-being and that its protection, management and planning

The city became the most beloved in Greece among its
citizens, a number of cultural thematic events appeared
along Pinios river and new unions for the protection of
river’s history and landscape were created.
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“Developing Water Codes in the center of the city of Larissa, Thessaly –
The Sculpted River” 1992 – 1998



Population  18832 inch
Area             192 ha

“Connecting waterways and Green spaces
to the cultural and historical urban landscape
in Edessa city, Macedonia - Greece”
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Project Team: 
o Project Leader:  Dr.I.A.Tsalikidis, Prof. of Landscape Architecture

o Μ5 ARCHITECTS: F.Papapetrou, Architect - Landscape Architect,
M.Goutziamanis, Architect,   

o Dr.D.Metaxas, Agronomist-Landscape Architect, Planting Consultant
o Dr.M.Lionatou, Agronomist-Landscape Architect, Planning 

Consultant
o A.Sidiropoulos, Architect
o M.Karatolios, Mechanical Engineer

Funding: NSRF (National Strategic Development Framework),
Thiseas Program, 7.000.000,00€

An innovative landscape strategy was proposed identifying, redesigning and connecting blue and green

corridors, parks, urban hubs and focal points of Edessa. Old pathways and traces of the existing natural and

historical landscapes were used as a pattern for the design of pedestrian routes, corridors and meeting

points in order to create continuity in the city.
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EDESSA:  Connecting waterways and Green spaces 
to the cultural and historical urban landscape



Canal A is devoted to Art & Culture and creates a journey promoting the cultural and artistic character

of the city, by intermingling modern and traditional installations and by involving local artists to create

modern art in focal points.
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EDESSA:  Connecting waterways and Green spaces 
to the cultural and historical urban landscape



Canal B is connected to Nature by introducing a new urban linear park which preserves the existing

natural character of the canal and replaces the existing hard materials (asphalt, cement) with local

granite, wood and environmental friendly materials. It integrates activities of recreation and education

along its route.
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EDESSA:  Connecting waterways and Green spaces 
to the cultural and historical urban landscape



Canal C is devoted to History and creates a walkway equipped with a series of exhibition points and

installations, which display the history of Edessa (City of Waters) and is connected to the waterfalls of

Edessa, the key landmark of the city.
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EDESSA:  Connecting waterways and Green spaces 
to the cultural and historical urban landscape



PHALA: Visits open to the public

The World Landscape Architecture Month is celebrated in Greece by PHALA, through a series of visits to different
sites designed or constructed by its Members. The program is under the title: Landscape Architects will guide you.

Organized Events:
▪ Talks from members of PHALA to students, professionals, wide audience,
▪ Landscape architects open their offices to the public,
▪ Guided tours from landscape architects to prominent landscape projects.
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1. Both projects are good examples of connecting people, nature and landscape as well as good

practice example of cooperation among the designer, the local authority and the citizens.

2. It proved that projects which acquire the participation of the general public, local and regional

authorities proved to be successful.

3. The active participation of the interested parties, as presented in E.L.C., it was more viable to

identify particular landscapes throughout their territory.

4. People realized that after this project their life has been improved, environmental restoration has

been achieved and tourism increased.

Conclusions
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Thank you!
Σας ευχαριστώ!


